Immediate effects of rapid maxillary expansion with Haas-type and hyrax-type expanders: a randomized clinical trial.
The purposes of this study were to evaluate and compare the immediate effects of rapid maxillary expansion (RME) in the transverse plane with Haas-type and hyrax-type expanders by using cone-beam computed tomography. A sample of 33 subjects (mean age, 10.7 years; range, 7.2-14.5 years) with transverse maxillary deficiency were randomly divided into 2 groups: Haas (n = 18) and hyrax (n = 15). All patients had RME with an initial activation of 4 quarter turns followed by 2 quarter turns per day until the expansion reached 8 mm. Cone-beam computed tomography scans were taken before expansion and at the end of the RME phase. Maxillary transversal measurements were compared by using the mixed analysis of variance (ANOVA) model and the Tukey-Kramer method. RME increased all maxillary transverse dimensions (P <0.0001). There was less expansion at skeletal than dental levels. The hyrax group had greater statistically significant orthopedic effects and less tipping tendency of the maxillary first molars compared with the Haas group. Both appliances were efficient in correcting a transverse maxillary deficiency. The pure skeletal expansion was greater than actual dental expansion. The hyrax-type expander produced greater orthopedic effects than did the Haas-type expander, but this effect was less than 0.5 mm per side and might not be clinically significant.